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Integrated Institute of Technology organised a training program for all the
campus ambassadors of all the colleges of GGSIPU. Ms Pratiksha Verma and Mr
Rahul Kumar Yadav, Campus Ambassadors of AIE attended the workshop. The
workshop was organised on 24th January, 2020 focused upon how to create
awareness among people which followed the principle of multiplication. Dr.
Mahaveer Genwa was the keynote speaker of the program, he briefed on how to
create voting awareness among youths at college level.
Dr. Mahaveer introduced about Electoral Literacy Club which is collaborated with
NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS) and functions under district election
officer of that particular district to which it belongs. The club functions throughout
the year on creating awareness about importance of voting through various
activities like slogan writing, poster making, debate, street plays etc. the
competitions can be organized by the funds being provided by DISTRICT
ELECTION OFFICER (DEO) according to the budget of the electoral literacy
club of a particular college. The funds help to conduct more activities and
encourage more number of participation and highlight the role of voting of people
in a democratic country like India.
He also told about an application VOTER HELP APP by which you can know the
crowd at your voting booth after you connect your voter ID with the app. He also

sensitized about the facilities for PERSON WITH DISABILITY (PWD) and for
senior citizens etc. and assures minimum facilities at the booth.
Later he showed us a video on how to operate the VOTER-VERIFIED PAPER
AUDIT TRAIL (VVPAT) which consisted of a control unit, a voting ballot and a
printer and taught us how to operate it. The machine automatically does a selfcheck and does not function if there is an error. The machine shows the candidate
voted by the voter for 7 seconds on the screen and also generates a receipt which
automatically keeps on collecting in the printer. The machine is guaranteed for very
few errors and promotes more transparency between voting booth and voter. He
also told us about to conduct a demonstration on how the VVPAT functions at our
institute by the help of the DISTRICT ELECTION OFFICER (DEO). The
workshop was interesting and motivated us to exercise our right to vote being a
responsible citizen of the country.
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